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Origin of the development
The project leader, since his youth, has always
aspired to developing the use of renewable
energies.
Becoming conscious of the fantastic potential of
rotating sail to address energy transition challenge,
he launched
program on 2014.
ambition
Our vision is to open a new way to maritime
navigation, a third way of disruptive technology
as an alternative to sailing and motoring.
We share the absolute conviction that the use of
the rotating sail principle is one of the most
efficient solutions to design the ship of the future,
100% renewable energies powered and free of any
greenhouse gas emission.
Designing such boats for professional use will be a
key advantage to achieve UN worldwide targets for
clean energy and climate care.

Interview TEBEO TV 2nd december 2015

«Today’s utopia
Is tomorrow’s reality »
According to Victor Hugo

Rotating sail offers many benefits :
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The unique ability to sail in any direction
including straight into the wind.
Full control of ship by mechanical commands
without need of any physical workforce.
Manoeuverability quite similar to that of a
motorship.
Possibility to cover all power needs of the
ship and to store energy.
A dramatic fire safety improvement and room
saving as no more fuel is needed.

Context

Market opportunities

Partnership

Paris Agreement that will enter into force during
COP 22 in Marrakech confirms the necessity to
move away from fossil fuels and move back to
renewable energies.
Greenhouse gas emissions should be reduced by
40% by 2030.

Fuel cost is a major
economical factor
for any professional
navigation company.
The present low price of
oil
is a cyclical phenomenon and everybody is conscious
that this price will strongly rise up in the future.
A worldwide carbon pricing will also be established
and will increase drastically the cost of all fossile
fuels.

When meeting many actors of maritime
community, I felt an interest, a wide adhesion
and a real support to the concept.
These meetings absolutely confirm my convictions
on the technologigal, environmental, economic
and media potential of
.

On this date, many already existing fuel
consuming equipments will remain in operation.
Hence the new equipment to be designed and
commissioned from now must aim at emission
rates reduction much higher than 40%.
Only disruptive technologies can achieve
such savings.
They are also the innovations with the highest
potential for economical development: heat
pumps, wind turbines, solar pannels, LED ligts
are less than 20 years old !

Fishing : specific rate of 1 to 3 fuel litres / Kg of

Technology
The principle is to convert immediately wind
pressure into mechanical energy which becomes
the main power source for all needs of the
boat. Its development requires to combine
various available knowledges at the best but
will not meet technological barriers.
The potential for a quick extention to numerous
ships is really high.

fish , a logical market opportunity.

By covering all energetical needs of the ship, from
the free and unlimited wind power, without any
need for refueling in a harbour, the rotating sail
technology will have assured outlets in four fields of
navigation:





A technology to pass to future generations a
better and sustainable world.

Fishing boats,
Transport vessels (freight or passengers)
Pleasure crafts,
Scientific ships.

Our team is receptive to all kind of collaboration
in the global ethic of sustainable development :
- Image partnership associated or not with a
CSR policy
- Technological partnership
- Investment partnership
- Philanthropy
- Partnership for market : clients, users
- Specific partnership regarding energy savings
certificates system.

So that wakes be no longer
synonimous with
Carbon footprint or
Black tide
Join us in order to :
- develop this clean and efficient
technology,
- pass to our children a better world,
an hospitable and harmonious
blue planet.

